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Abstract. Information visualization is one of the most important fields
in RoboCup-Rescue research. As requirements for visualization vary by
users and by their purpose of viewer use, we introduce a mechanism called
user model. User models hold the requirements of typical users. They
are used for the selection and customization of information, controls of
viewer, and so on. We implemented the mechanism with five user models
in RoboCup-Rescue 2D Viewer.

1 Introduction

One of the most significant differences between RoboCup-Soccer and RoboCup-
Rescue ([1] and [2]) is their contributions to the real world. RoboCup-Soccer has
major impact for AI and robotics research community, as it provides a grand
challenge as a benchmark of various AI algorithms. Although RoboCup-Soccer
is just a game, the technologies developed for it can be applied a large variety of
fields. On the other hand, RoboCup-Rescue can have major impact for the real-
world rescue. The technologies developed in RoboCup-Rescue framework can
be applied directly to the rescue operation both in planning phases and action
phases. In RoboCup-Rescue, the research on the practical use of the technologies
is important, as well as theoretical research.

One of the most state-of-the-art technologies in RoboCup-Rescue research
field is the information visualization. They are used to show the simulation
result to users. We have been developing viewers for RoboCup-Rescue simulation
frameworks. There are two goals for our research; A) develop useful techniques
of the information visualization, and B) verify and validate the usefulness of the
technologies. As the RoboCup-Rescue viewer needs to support wide variety of
requirements in real-world rescue operations, we started analyzing the actual
requirements. Based on the results, we proposed an architecture of RoboCup-
Rescue viewers in [4].

The requirements for visualization vary by users and by their purpose of
viewer use. As a matter of fact, it is impossible to design one visualization
method suitable for all of needs. For example, designers of agent need to know
the details of the status of their agents, such like their damages, HP, internal
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status, and so on. On the other hand, urban planners, who design mitigation
plan of disasters, don’t need to know the details. They would be interested in
the statistics of damages of the city.

One obvious solution is to design custom visualizations for each requirement.
RoboCup-Rescue simulator is designed to handle more than one viewer simul-
taneously [3]. Although custom-made viewers can have the best efficiency, the
software-engineering process required for the design of customized-viewers can
be very complicated and thus the cost can be very high.

Other solution is to design universal mechanisms that make viewers fully
customizable for all possible users. Users of such viewers can obtain their own
visualization by customizing universal viewer by themselves with their require-
ments. One drawback of this methodology is the difficulty of customization. For
the customization process, the users need to have full knowledge of base models
that are built into the viewer.

To simplify the customization, we introduce User Model Mechanism for the
configuration of viewers.

2 User Model Mechanism

In very complex simulation systems like RoboCup-Rescue, the number of objects
and the kinds of objects can easily exceed humans’ perceptibility. For example,
it is likely that a large number of icons in disaster maps can make the users
confused. It will also become physically impossible to display all of simulation
objects in one computer display. This problem becomes even more critical in
small displays found in portable computers and wearable computers.

One popular solution found in GIS (Geographic Information System) is to
rely on layers. Figure 1 represents a concept of layer. All of the objects in GIS are
stored in one of layers. Users of GIS can select a set of layers to display. Layers
are implemented like a pile of transparency sheets. Objects in upper layers hide
those in lower layers. Users must choose the appropriate order of layers for the
display.

As the number of layer becomes larger and larger, humans tend to have
trouble to select suitable layers for their purpose. This is because the adjustment
of layers requires deep knowledge and careful discretion in GIS objects. Many
commercial geographic data contain more than 100 layers.

The goal of user models is to provide a set of optimal visualization methods
for typical users. User model is a kind of database which holds the typical users’
requirements for their visualization. Figure 2 represents the mechanism of user
model. The user model mechanism controls the followings;

1. Selection of GIS layer or object class for display
The selection mechanism of GIS layer is similar with GIS. An user model
have a set of layer selection and the order of layers for display. User model
can have the control of layer selection; i.e. in some user models, users don’t
have ability to change layer configuration.
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GIS

Fig. 1. Layers in GIS: Layers are common idea in GIS. The screen image is
generated from a pile of layers. Users can designate layers and orders of layers
in the pile.

2. Selection of Display Method
User models include the selection of display methods, such as display color,
selection of display preference. (e.g. use icons or text)

3. Selection of Display Control Methods
User models have the status of automated viewpoint control (turn on/off).
They also have the selection of target-event for auto viewpoint control. (e.g.
ignition-event, rescue-event, and so on)

3 Analysis of Users

We had already analyzed the expected users of RoboCup-Rescue framework in
[4] in details. The following list represents requirements from each group of users.

1. Development of simulation system
Agent developers, researchers of various disasters, and researchers of software
architectures are possible users of RoboCup-Rescue simulators. They develop
algorithms of their agents, disaster simulators and total systems, respectively.
In general, they need to know detailed status of the system. For example,
agent developers need to find out why one setting of fire-brigade agent works
better than the previous settings in certain environments. They will observe
the simulation from various aspects of the system, such as the intention of
agents, cooperation between agents, and so forth. Thus viewers need to be
fully customizable for them, so that it can provide as much information as
possible with users’ request.

2. Disaster mitigation planning phase
Urban planners will use RoboCup-Rescue simulator to develop mitigation
plans. They need to know the results of their new mitigation plans. In gen-
eral, mitigation plan is in brief. As the
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Fig. 2. User Model Mechanism

3. Disaster relief operations
Rescue supervisors manage rescue resources such as rescue teams, rescue
equipments, and so on. In general, resources used for rescue works are in-
sufficient in big disasters. One goal of the resource management is the most
efficient use of rescue resources. The other goal is to keep the safety res-
cue operations. The prediction of disasters by using disaster simulators will
make their management easier. The simulation should base the information
gathered by rescue team in the field. In operation phases, managers can be
confused because of information flood. Thus viewers need to organize infor-
mation and provide the most important points.

4. RoboCup-Rescue Demonstration
In competitions, the audience of RoboCup-Rescue wants to observe all of
interesting events in simulations such as activities of rescue team agents.
Thus the viewpoint control is very important for them. As it is very difficult
for humans to control the viewpoint by hands, automated control mechanism
is necessary for the demonstration sessions.

4 Implementation

In order to validate the idea of user model, we implement the mechanism in
RoboCup-Rescue 2D viewer called logViewer. logViewer is designed for researchers
and for demonstrations. Although it is easy to add more user models, the fol-
lowing five models are built; A) Software Architect, B) Simulator Developer, C)
Agent Developer, D) Supervisor, and E)Audience.
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For the control of visualization, logViewer has the following built-in functions.

1. Selection of GIS components
Users can select the objects on the screen by selecting object class such as
buildings, roads, nodes and agents.

2. Selection of display format
Users can select display format of objects, such as text, icon, color.

3. Automated viewpoint control
The viewer select the optimal geological location and display scale auto-
matically from the selection of target objects and events. For example, if
automated view point control is on and the fire-brigade is selected as target,
the viewer tries to follow the movement of fire-brigade.

An example of user model setting is shown as table 1. The columns in the table
represent controls described above. Each user model is consisted of the certain
combination of these controls. One row represents an user model.

Table 1. An Example of User Model Setting

Controls User Model

GIS Attributes Software
Architect

Simulator
Developer

Agent De-
veloper

Supervisor Audience

Building

% Broken EC EC EC EU EU
% Burnt EC EC EC EU EU
Outline EC EC EC DU DU
Details EC EC EC DU DU

Road

% Broken EC EC EC EU EU
Outline EC EC EC EU EU
Pathway EC EC EC EU EU
Details EC EC DC DU DU

Agent

Rescue Team EC DU EC EC EU
Fire Brigade EC DU EC EC EU
Police Force EC DU EC EC EU

Civilian EC DU DC EC EU

View Controls

Icon Display EC DC EC EC EU

Target Object

Rescue Team DC DU EC EC EU
Fire Brigade DC DU DC DC EU
Police Force DC DU DC DC DU

Civilian DC DU DC DC DU

EC: Display Enabled and user Controllable
EU: Display Enabled and user Un-controllable
DC: Display Disabled and user Controllable
DU: Display Disabled and user Un-controllable
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Fig. 3. Screen images of supervisor mode. A) Supervisor mode(left) displays
abstract information. B) Agent developer mode(right) displays detailed infor-
mation of agents.

Figure 3 shows examples of screen images with different user models. In
supervisor mode (left), the details of GIS objects aren’t displayed. Instead, the
activities of agents are highlighted to help making supervisors decisions. On the
contrary, the details of buildings, road, agents are displayed in agent developer
mode (right).

5 Conclusions and Future Works

We proposed the idea of user model for the visualization of complex simulation
systems that have many users with various requirements. User model mechanism
is implemented in RoboCup-Rescue 2D viewer with five user models. In 2D
viewer, user model is represented a set of visualization controls.

The usability of user model is not evaluated. We are planning to carry out
some experiments with logViewer.
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